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Animal-Centric Lighting Systems

AGRISHIFT®
MLM-S
The AgriShift®
MLM-S is a 10 Watt
LED fixture with Dimto-Calm technology
designed to enhance
animal-welfare by
reducing stress on
your herd. It is suitable
for all U.S. Swine
facilities and provides
exceptional light for
both the animal and
humans caring for
them.

AGRISHIFT®
MLS
The AgriShift®
MLS is a highly
efficient 14 Watt LED
fixture with Dim-to-Red
technology designed to
support the biosecurity
of modern swine
facilities. Easily
mounts to existing jelly
jar fixtures or junction
boxes.

BIOSHIFT®
UVC
GERMICIDAL
CHAMBER
Pass-Thru Chamber
uses germicidal UVC
light to kill the majority
of known viruses and
bacteria (including
PED, PRRS and PDCo
viruses) in less than 2
½ minutes.

AGRISHIFT®
MASTER
CONTROLLER
The AgriShift®
Master Controller
provides
programmable
dimming as well as
sunrise/sunset
scheduling for up to 20
lighting periods with 12
stimulus cycles.

DIM-TO-CALM™
TECHNOLOGY

AGRISHIFT®
SLAVE
DIMMER

Dim-to-Calm™
Technology provides a
natural sunrise and
sunset simulation,
reducing stress on
animals and acting as
a “service light” when
fully dimmed.

The AgriShift®
Slave Dimmer
interfaces with
standard barn
controllers with a 0 to
10VDC input volrtage
to conreol both
intensity and spectral
output of Once
AgriShift® LED lighting.

Once® AgriShift® LED fixtures have a

Built For Your Barn design, using
techniques and materials that withstand the harsh barn environments for years to come.

Q-Lux™Revealing a better way to install
New Construction LED Utility Light Retrofit LED Utility Light
Application:

Application:

The Q-Lux™ is a rugged, long-lasting LED light
designed for new construction that easily locks into the
Energyficient’s Q-Box™. No assembly screws, no
gasket to handle, simply twist and lock and it’s
dustproof and watertight! The Q-Lux™ is able to be
pressure washed for easy cleaning.

The Q-Lux™ retrofit LED Utility light is a rugged, longlasting LED light designed to replace the existing light
bulb and glass jar in a traditional jar fixture. No
additional wiring is necessary, The Q-Lux™ is able to
be pressure washed for easy cleaning.

Features:

Features:
●

Replaceable polycarbonate lens with
wide angle optics

●

Long life - 50,000 hours+

●

Direct wire - no socket needed

●

No screws needed for assembly

●

Dimmable for customizable lighting
conditions

●

Replaceable polycarbonate lens with
wide angle optics

●

No additional wiring necessary

●

Long life - 50,000 hours+

●

Dimmable for customizable conditions

●

Fits most jar bases (3 ¼” dia threads for
easy installation)

